5G Experience = 4G + 5G
The ambition: 100% connected = 4G + 5G + WiFi
1,500 Sites

25% Total network demand

15% of population
5G in 2019

5G launch cities:
- London
- Cardiff
- Belfast
- Edinburgh
- Birmingham
- Manchester

Additional 5G roll out in 2019:
- Bristol
- Coventry
- Glasgow
- Hull
- Leeds
- Leicester
- Liverpool
- Newcastle
- Nottingham
- Sheffield
East London 5G
Partnerships: Key to our success

- eMBMS Commonwealth games
- EE Qualcomm Harrier Tab
- MWC 2016 1Gbps demo
- EE Qualcomm Home router

- 3 CA Wembley
- eMBMS FA Cup final
- EE Qualcomm Drone racing Wembley

- Gigabit LTE in the live network Qualcomm® Snapdragon™ 835
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